
Let’s Make a Deal
1 The following puzzle is based on an American television game show “Let’s Make a Deal”.

Suppose you are on a game show and given the choice of three doors:
Behind one door is a car; behind the others, goats. You pick a door, say Door 1, and the host
(who knows what is behind the doors) opens another door which has a goat. He then says to you,
“Do you want to switch doors?”

Is it better to switch your choice (assuming you would rather have a car than a goat)?

2 Simulation

• two toy goats

• one toy car

• three cups

Ask for a volunteer. Tell the volunteer to close his/her eyes. Place the items under the cups and
shuffle the cups. Tell the volunteer to open his/her eyes; play the game.

Repeat this a few times.

3 Vote
Ask the class to vote on what is best:

1. to stick with your original choice,

2. to switch choices,

3. or is there no difference?

4 The Math
Many mathematicians actually were not sure what was best for a long time.

There are a total of three possible arrangements of one car and two goats behind the three
doors. Consider the situation of picking Door 1 first.

Door 1 Door 2 Door 3 Stick with Door 1 Switch Choices

Car Goat Goat Car Goat
Goat Car Goat Goat Car
Goat Goat Car Goat Car

Thus, the probability of winning by staying with the first choice is 1/3, but the probability of
winning by switching is 2/3.

We see that switching is the best option.
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Logic Puzzles
1 From Raymond Smullyan’s book “The Lady or the Tiger?”.

Inspector Craig Visits Transylvania

Inspector Craig of Scotland Yard was called to Transylvania to solve some cases of vam-
pirism. Arriving there, he found the country inhabited both by vampires and humans. Vampires
always lie and humans always tell the truth. However, half the inhabitants, both human and
vampire, are insane and totally deluded in their beliefs: all true propositions they believe false, and
all false propositions they believe true. The other half of the inhabitants are completely sane: all
true statements they know to be true, and all false statements they know to be false. Thus sane
humans and insane vampires make only true statements; insane humans and sane vampires make
only false statements.

2 The Case of Lucy and Minna
In his first case there are two sisters, Lucy and Minna, and Craig must determine which is the
vampire. As mentioned before, we know nothing of their mental states. Here are the minutes of the
investigation:

Craig: (to Lucy) Tell me something about yourselves!

Lucy: We are both insane.

Craig: (to Minna) Is this true?

Minna: Certainly not!

From this information Craig was able to determine without a doubt which was a vampire. Which?

3 The Case of the Lugosi Brothers
This is the case of the Lugosi brothers. Both are named Béla, again one is a vampire, and one is
not. The conversation was:

Older: I am a human.

Younger: I am a human.

Older: My brother is sane.

Which is the vampire?

4 The Case of Michael and Peter Karloff
This is the case of the Karloff brothers, Michael and Peter. The conversation was:

Michael: I am a vampire.

Peter: I am a human.

Michael: My brother and I are of the same mental state.

Which is the vampire?
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Solutions
1 The Case of Lucy and Minna

Lucy is a vampire.

2 The Case of the Lugosi brothers
Béla the younger is a vampire.

3 The Case of Michael and Peter Karloff
Peter is a vampire.
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